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Our 
biggest 
plank 
ever



100% recyclable

Durable
Karndean LooseLay is extremely hardwearing. 

Unlike real wood and stone, it won’t splinter, 

warp or crack.

Comfortable underfoot
Our products are softer and warmer  

underfoot than natural wood and stone 

flooring. Additional cushioning in the  

backing helps make the product more  

comfortable underfoot.

Realistic designs
LooseLay Longboard is available in a variety  

of colour tones in contemporary larger  

scale planks.

Compatible with 
underfloor heating
Up to 81°F.

Low maintenance
We use PU technology to ensure that there 

is no need to apply an additional surface 

treatment following installation.

Pet friendly
From muddy paw prints to household accidents 

and anything in-between, Karndean’s  

low-maintenance floors are designed with  

pets in mind.

Waterproof
Karndean’s waterproof floors stand up to spills 

of all sizes.

Kid friendly
Karndean floors offer kids a safe and 

comfortable space to play, and parents  

a durable, easy-to-clean surface.

Pet friendly Kid friendly

Lifetime warranty
Not only is a Karndean floor unique to your 

home, but it is guaranteed to last for years  

to come.

Why Karndean?
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Karndean LooseLay

Longboard
LooseLay Longboard is a collection of 12 woods featuring authentic designs in a 59”extra-long format. 

Karndean’s innovative LooseLay offers the intricate detail and durability you would come to expect from any Karndean  
product. Its friction grip backing system secures the floor firmly in place, ensuring installation is quick and easy.

With acoustic properties and excellent environmental credentials, LooseLay Longboard is the perfect choice  
for a variety of installations.

Quick and easy to install
All you need is a sound, smooth, dry and 

dust free subfloor. Karndean LooseLay can 

be fitted over most existing hard floors.

Extra large planks
LooseLay Longboard is available in 

our largest plank sizes to date. At 59”, 

Longboard is even quicker to install and 

makes a real impact in large spaces.

Individually replaceable
Should you need to replace a piece, simply 

lift the damaged plank or tile and replace 

with a new one.

Acoustic qualities
Karndean LooseLay is perfect for projects 

where you want to reduce noise levels 

in the room below, such as playrooms, 

bedrooms and garage/loft conversions 

without the need for underlay.

K-Wave Grip Backing
Our K-Wave grip backing creates a 
strong bond to the subfloor using a 
combination of weight and friction.

Stability Layer
The fiberglass enhanced layer helps 

the product to lay flat and level, 
increasing dimensional stability 

and mechanical strength.

High Definition
Photographic Layer

Gives every Karndean product 
its highly realistic and 
natural appearance.

Clear PVC Embossed
Wear Layer

Protects the floor’s design 
from wear and tear.

K-Guard+ Surface Protection
Our K-Guard+ surface protection 

system uses PU technology 
to provide a hygienic and 

durable finish.

59” x 10”
(1500mm x 250mm)



Pearl Oak is a modern 
and stylish wood, inspired 
by European Oak. These 
distressed planks feature 
unique grain details and are 
finished with a lightly brushed 
surface texture.

Pearl Oak LLP306



Weathered Heart Pine LLP304

The light hues of Weathered 
Heart Pine fit perfectly with 

current design trends, where 
contemporary interiors take on a 

‘light and airy’ colour scheme.



French Grey Oak LLP308

French Grey Oak’s light overall 
tone sets a neutral backdrop  
for a contemporary interior.  
The darker hues highlight 
individual knots, creating  
a subtle sophistication.



Raven Oak LLP302

Featuring deep charcoal tones, 
Raven Oak creates a statement 

floor for moody interiors. 



Pearl Oak
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Twilight Oak
LLP301

Taupe Oak
LLP309

Raven Oak
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Twilight Oak LLP301



Featuring predominantly  
mid-grey hues, Twilight Oak is  

an on-trend grey plank, perfect 
for contemporary interiors.



Lemon Spotted Gum
LLP317

Neutral Oak
LLP307

Champagne Oak
LLP310
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Reclaimed Heart Pine
LLP305

 Character Walnut
LLP315

Antique Heart Pine
LLP303
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Champagne Oak LLP310

This pale blonde wood is ideal 
for creating a homely interior 
and its light tone complements 
both contemporary and 
traditional spaces. 



Lemon Spotted Gum LLP317

The cool, crisp lines within this design 
give a more modern feel, ideal for 

stylish, contemporary homes. 



Neutral Oak offers a truly 
authentic wood floor look, ideal 
for both contemporary and 
traditional homes.

Neutral Oak LLP307



Reclaimed Heart Pine provides
the authentic, rustic appearance

of unfinished wood, ideal for
traditional or vintage interiors.

Reclaimed Heart Pine LLP305



Character Walnut LLP315

The deep, warm tones of this 
wood help to create a stylish 
yet practical flooring option 
to suit any interior.



Antique Heart Pine LLP303

The aged finished of Antique 
Heart Pine helps to establish 
opulence within a country or 

vintage inspired interior.



Color and Pattern Reproduction 

We are careful to make sure our brochures are accurate 
and printed to very high standards, but photography and 
printing cannot always create a perfect representation of our 
products. For this reason we strongly recommend that you 
look at a sample of any product you are considering before 
placing your order. 

All of our products are inspired by things we have seen in the 
natural world. Just as variation in color and detail is part of 
the unique beauty of natural materials, it is also a feature of 
many of our designs. This means that with some of our 
products you will see natural variation when your floor is laid. 
If in doubt, ask your retailer to show you a larger sample of 
the product.
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Contact us...

Follow us online and see  
what we’ve been up to:

Karndean Designflooring Canada
#3 3250 Harvester Road 
Burlington, Ontario
L7N 3W9

*Calls may be recorded for training and quality purposes.

Call us on: 
1-866-819-6825*

Email us: 
info@karndeancanada.ca

www.karndean.com


